Hello!
Inclusive Decarbonized Sustainable
Fear and worry
In short: current NDCs are not enough.
But we are also courageous.
1) Raising ambition
2) Creating a path
3) Balancing political constraints
Why youth?
#FridaysForFutures: Climate Strikes

A world map highlighting locations of climate strikes across the globe.
Innovators
Creatives
Connectors
Builders
We want change...
Just not climate change
Danaé

CLIC!

ACE Negotiations
María

Agua de Sol

Greenpreneurs
3.5 billion young people
Crowdsource and de-risk
Innovate
Insights
Build capacity
Partners in collaboration
Overwhelmed?
Good. Here is the plan.
You can act. Use your power. Use your access.
Be bold
Be brave
Be smart
Build a sound plan
Listen and lead
Guidance? Look around.
Inspiration? Look within.
Have you meaningfully worked with youth in your countries?
In the name of our earth THANK YOU
Q&A + Mentimeter
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Let’s collaborate

ana@youthclimatelab.org
www.youthclimatelab.org
@youthclimatelab
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"Climate change isn't real"

"Oops"

"OK, climate change is real, we're just not convinced it's caused by humans"

"Fuck"
2030 EMISSIONS GAPS
CAT projections and resulting emissions gaps in meeting the 1.5°C Paris Agreement goal vs 2°C Cancún goal

Dec 2018 update

Historical
incl. LULUCF

Current policies

2°C consistent

Pledges & Targets

1.5°C Paris compatible

Emissions gaps in 2030
2°C
1.5°C

Emissions gaps in 2025
2°C
6 – 9 GtCO₂e

Paris 1.5°C
12 – 14 GtCO₂e

The "gap" range results only from uncertainties in the pledge projections. Gaps are calculated against the mean of the benchmark emissions for 1.5°C and 2°C.
Greenpreneurs

virtual accelerator program and global business plan competition

12 | weeks of modules, tasks and webinars

25 | teams of entrepreneurs from the Global South

13 | mentors and subject matter experts

4 | finalists received $5K in seed funding
Our areas of work:

01 | CLIMATE POLICY
   We empower the next generation of climate decision-makers.

02 | CLIMATE ENTREPRENEURSHIP
   We support young climate entrepreneurs to build scalable climate action.

03 | INTERGEN COLLABORATION
   We connect youth+ to co-create climate initiatives.
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS

POLICY JAM
Ottawa, Montréal, Toronto and Vancouver, let’s take things into our own hands. Join us at 1 of our 6 Labs from March 26th to April 10th.

**Policy Jams**

to co-create creative policy recommendations for Canada’s 2030 National Strategy.

- Ottawa
  - Algonquin Anishnaabeg Territory

- Montreal
  - Anishnabe/ Haudenosaunee Territories

**Research Studios**

to co-create evidence-based solutions for organizations looking to “radically collaborate” on the SDGs

- Vancouver
  - Musqueam, Squamish and Tsleil-Waututh Territories

- Toronto
  - Anishinaabe Ojibway, Haudenosaunee and Huron-Wendat Territories

**Pop-Up Labs**

to network, co-create initiatives, find resources, and help launch your ideas to achieve the SDGs

- Toronto
  - Anishinaabe Ojibway, Haudenosaunee and Huron-Wendat Territories

- Ottawa
  - Algonquin Anishnaabeg Territory